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Abstract

Large-scale Text-to-Image (T2I) models have rapidly
gained prominence across creative fields, generating visu-
ally compelling outputs from textual prompts. However,
controlling these models to ensure consistent style remains
challenging, with existing methods necessitating fine-tuning
and manual intervention to disentangle content and style. In
this paper, we introduce StyleAligned, a novel technique de-
signed to establish style alignment among a series of gener-
ated images. By employing minimal ‘attention sharing’ dur-
ing the diffusion process, our method maintains style con-
sistency across images within T2I models. This approach
allows for the creation of style-consistent images using a
reference style through a straightforward inversion opera-
tion. Our method’s evaluation across diverse styles and text
prompts demonstrates high-quality synthesis and fidelity,
underscoring its efficacy in achieving consistent style across
various inputs.

1. Introduction
Large-scale Text-to-Image (T2I) generative models [37,

39, 45] have emerged as an essential tool across creative
disciplines, such as art, graphic design, animation, archi-
tecture, gaming and more. These models show tremendous
capabilities of translating an input text into an appealing vi-
sual result that is aligned with the input description.

An envisioned application of T2I models revolves
around the rendition of various concepts in a way that shares
a consistent style and character, as though all were created
by the same artist and method (see Fig. 1). While profi-
cient in aligning with the textual description of the style,
state-of-the-art T2I models often create images that diverge
significantly in their interpretations of the same stylistic de-
scriptor, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Recent methods mitigate this by fine-tuning the T2I
model over a set of images that share the same style [13,49].
This optimization is computationally expensive and usually

*Equal contribution.
†Equal Advising.

“Toy train...” “ Toy airplane...”

“...BW logo, high contrast.”

“...poster, ilustration.”

“ Toy bicycle...” “ Toy car...”

Figure 1. Style aligned image set generation. By fusing the fea-
tures of the toy train image (left) during the diffusion process, we
can generate an image set of different content that shares the style.

requires human input in order to find a plausible subset of
images and texts that enables the disentanglement of con-
tent and style.

We introduce StyleAligned, a method that enables con-
sistent style interpretation across a set of generated images
(Fig. 1). Our method requires no optimization and can
be applied to any attention-based text-to-image diffusion
model. We show that adding minimal attention sharing op-
erations along the diffusion process, from each generated
image to the first one in a batch, leads to a style-consistent
set. Moreover, using diffusion inversion, our method can
be applied to generate style-consistent images given a ref-
erence style image, with no optimization or fine-tuning.

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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Figure 2. Standard text-to-image vs. StyleAligned set gener-
ation. Given style description of “minimal origami”, standard
text-to-image generation (top) results with an unaligned image set
while our method (bottom) can generate variety of style aligned
content.

We present our results over diverse styles and text
prompts, demonstrating high-quality synthesis and fidelity
to the prompts and reference style. We show diverse ex-
amples of generated images that share their style with a
reference image that can possibly be a given input image.
Importantly, our technique stands as a zero-shot solution,
distinct from other personalization techniques, as it oper-
ates without any form of optimization or fine-tuning. For
our code and more examples, please visit the project page
style-aligned-gen.github.io

2. Related Work
Text-to-image generation. Text conditioned image gen-

erative models [7, 31, 38] show unprecedented capabilities
of generating high quality images from text descriptions.
In particular, T2I diffusion models [35, 38, 46] are pushing
the state of the art and they are quickly adopted for differ-
ent generative visual tasks like inpainting [2, 44], image-
to-image translation [55, 59], local image editing [9, 24],
subject-driven image generation [42, 51] and more.

Attention control in diffusion models. Hertz et al. [17]
have shown how cross and self-attention maps within the
diffusion process determine the layout and content of the
generated images. Morover, they showed how the atten-
tion maps can be used for controlled image generation.
Other studies have leveraged modifications in attention lay-

ers to enhance the fidelity or diversity of generated im-
ages [8, 34], or apply attention control for image editing
[5, 12, 30, 32, 33, 53]. However, in contrast to prior ap-
proaches that primarily enable structure-preserving image
editing, our method excels at generating images with di-
verse structures and content while maintaining a consistent
style interpretation.

Style transfer. Transferring a style from a reference im-
age to a target content image is well studied subject in com-
puter graphics. Classic works [10, 11, 18, 26] rely on opti-
mization of handcrafted features and texture resampling al-
gorithms from an input texture image, combined with struc-
ture constrains of a content image. With the progress of
deep learning research, another line of works utilizes deep
neural priors for style transfer optimization using deep fea-
tures of pre-trained networks [15, 52], or injecting attention
features from a style image to a target one [1]. More re-
lated to our approach, Huang et al. [22] introduced a real
time style transfer network based on Adaptive Instance Nor-
malization layers (AdaIN) that are used to normalize deep
features of a target image using deep features statistics of
a reference style image. Follow-up works, employ the
AdaIN layer for additional unsupervised learning tasks, like
style-based image generation [25] and Image2Image trans-
lation [23, 29].

T2I personalization To generalize T2I over new vi-
sual concepts, several works developed different optimiza-
tion techniques over a small collection of input images that
share the same concept [13, 16, 42, 56]. In instances where
the collection shares a consistent style, the acquired con-
cept becomes the style itself, affecting subsequent gen-
erations. Most close to our work is StyleDrop [49], a
style personalization method that relies on fine-tuning of
light weight adapter layers [20] at the end of each atten-
tion block in a non-autoregressive generative text-to-image
transformer [7]. StyleDrop can generate a set of images
in the same style of by training the adapter layers over a
collection of images that share the same style. However,
it struggles to generate a consistent image set of different
content when training on a single image.

Our method can generate a consistent image set without
optimization phase and without relying on several images
for training. To skip the training phase, recent works devel-
oped dedicated personalization encoders [14, 27, 47, 58, 59]
that can directly inject new priors from a single input im-
age to the T2I model. However, these methods encounter
challenges to disentangle style from content as they focus
on generating the same subject as in the input image.

3. Method overview
In the following section we start with an overview

of the T2I diffusion process, and in particular the self–
attention mechanism Sec. 3.1. We continue by present-
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“Toy train...” “Toy airplane...” “Toy piano...” “Toy house...” “Toy boat...” “Toy drum set...” “Toy car...” “Toy kitchen...”

Figure 3. Style Aligned Diffusion. Generation of images with a style aligned to the reference image on the left. In each diffusion denoising
step all the images, except the reference, perform a shared self-attention with the reference image.

AdaIN

QtKr

AdaIN

KtVr Vt

QtQrKr Kt

Scaled Dot-Product Attention

Reference Features

Target Features

Figure 4. Shared attention layer. The target images attends to
the reference image by applying AdaIN over their queries and keys
using the reference queries and keys respectively. Then, we apply
shared attention where the target features are updated by both the
target values Vt and the reference values Vr .

ing our attention-sharing operation within the self–attention
layers that enable style aligned image set generation.

3.1. Preliminaries

Diffusion models [19, 48] are generative latent variable
models that aim to model a distribution pθ(x0) that approx-
imates the data distribution q(x0) and are easy to sample
from. Diffusion models are trained to reverse the diffusion
“forward process”:

xt =
√
αtx0 +

√
1− αtϵ, ϵ ∼ N(0, I),

where t ∈ [0,∞) and the values of αt are determined by a
scheduler such that α0 = 1 and limt→∞ αt = 0. During
inference, we sample an image by gradually denoising an
input noise image xT ∼ N (0, I) via the reverse process:

xt−1 = µt−1 + σtz, z ∼ N(0, I),

where the value of σt is determined by the sampler and µt−1

is given by

µt−1 =

√
αt−1xt√
αt

+

(√
1− αt−1 −

√
1− αt√
αt

)
ϵθ(xt, t),

where ϵθ(xt, t) is the output of a diffusion model parame-
terized by θ.

Moreover, this process can be generalized for learning
a marginal distribution using an additional input condition.
That leads text-to-image diffusion models (T2I), where the
output of the model ϵθ(xt, t, y) is conditioned on a text
prompt y.

Self-Attention in T2I diffusion models. State-of-the-
art T2I diffusion models [4,35,46] employ a U-Net architec-
ture [40] that consists of convolution layers and transformer
attention blocks [54]. In these attention mechanisms, deep
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“ A farmer...” “ A unicorn...” “ Dino...”

Figure 5. Ablation study – qualitative comparison. Each pair
of rows shows two sets of images generated by the same set of
prompts “...in minimal flat design illustartion” using different con-
figurations of our method, and each row in a pair uses a different
seed. Sharing the self–attention between all images in the set (bot-
tom) results with some diversity loss (style collapse across many
seeds) and content leakage within each set (colors from one image
leak to another). Disabling the queries–keys AdaIN opeartion re-
sults with less consistent image sets compared to our full method
(top) which keeps on both diversity between different sets and con-
sistency within each set.

image features ϕ ∈ Rm×dh attend to each other via self-
attention layers and to contextual text embedding via cross-
attention layers.

Our work operates at the self-attention layers where deep
features are being updated by attending to each other. First,
the features are projected into queries Q ∈ m× dk, keys
K ∈ m× dk and values V ∈ m× dh through learned lin-
ear layers. Then, the attention is computed by the scaled

dot-product attention:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT

√
dk

V

)
,

where dk is the dimension of Q and K. Intuitively, each
image feature is updated by a weighted sum of V , where
the weight depends on the correlation between the projected
query q and the keys K. In practice, each self-attention
layer consists of several attention heads, and then the resid-
ual is computed by concatenating and projecting the atten-
tion heads output back to the image feature space dh:

ϕ̂ = ϕ+ Multi-Head-Attention(ϕ).

3.2. Style Aligned Image Set Generation

The goal of our method is to generate a set of images
I1 . . . In that are aligned with an input set of text prompts
y1 . . . yn and share a consistent style interpretation with
each other. For example, see the garnered image set of toy
objects in Fig. 3 that are style-aligned with each other and
to the input text on top. A naı̈ve way to generate a style
aligned image set of different content is to use the same
style description in the text prompts. As can be seen at the
bottom of Fig. 2, generating different images using a shared
style description of “in minimal origami style” results in an
unaligned set, since each image is unaware of the exact ap-
pearance of other images in the set during the generation
process.

The key insight underlying our approach is the utiliza-
tion of the self-attention mechanism to allow communica-
tion among various generated images. This is achieved by
sharing attention layers across the generated images.

Formally, let Qi, Ki, and Vi be the queries, keys, and
values, projected from deep features ϕi of Ii in the set, then,
the attention update for ϕi is given by:

Attention(Qi,K1...n, V1...n), (1)

where K1...n =


K1

K2

...
Kn

 and V1...n =


V1

V2

...
Vn

. However, we

have noticed that by enabling full attention sharing, we may
harm the quality of the generated set. As can be seen in
Fig. 5 (bottom rows), full attention sharing results in content
leakage among the images. For example, the unicorns got
green paint from the garnered dino in the set. Moreover, full
attention sharing results with less diverse sets of the same
set of prompts, see the two sets in Fig. 5 in bottom rows
compared to the sets above.

To restrict the content leakage and allow diverse sets, we
share the attention to only one image in the generated set
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Figure 6. Quantitative Comparison. We compare the results of
the different methods (blue marks) and our ablation experiments
(orange marks) in terms of text alignment (CLIP score) and set
consistency (DINO embedding similarity).

Table 1. User evaluation for style aligned image set generation.
In each question, the user was asked to select between two image
sets, Which is better in terms of style consistency and match to the
text descriptions (see Sec. 4). We report the percentage of judg-
ments in favor of StyleAligned over 800 answers (2400 in total).

StyleDrop
(unofficial MUSE)

StyleDrop
(SDXL)

DreamBooth–LoRA
(SDXL)

85.2 % 67.1 % 61.3%

(the first in the batch). That is, target image features ϕt are
attending to themselves and to the features of only one ref-
erence image in the set using Eq. 1. As can be seen in Fig. 5
(middle), sharing the attention to only one image in the set
results in diverse sets that share a similar style. However,
in that case, we have noticed that the style of different im-
ages is not well aligned. We suspect that this is due to low
attention flow from the reference to the target image.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, to enable balanced attention ref-
erence, we normalize the queries Qt and keys Kt of the
target image using the queries Qr and keys Kr of the ref-
erence image using the adaptive normalization operation
(AdaIN) [22]:

Q̂t = AdaIN(Qt, Qr) K̂t = AdaIN(Kt,Kr),

where the AdaIn operation is given by:

AdaIN (x, y) = σ (y)

(
x− µ(x)

σ(x)

)
+ µy,

and µ(x), σ(x) ∈ Rdk are the mean and the standard devia-
tion of queries and keys across different pixels. Finally, our
shared attention is given by

Attention(Q̂t,K
T
rt, Vrt),

where Krt =

[
Kr

K̂t

]
and Vrt =

[
Vr

Vt

]
.

4. Evaluations and Experiments
We have implemented our method over Stable Diffusion

XL (SDXL) [35] by applying our attention sharing overall
70 self-attention layers of the model. The generation of a
four images set takes 29 seconds on a single A100 GPU.
Notice that since the generation of the reference image is
not influenced by other images in the batch, we can generate
larger sets by fixing the prompt and seed of the reference
image across the set generation.

For example, see the sets in Fig. 2 and 3.
Evaluation set. With the support of ChatGPT,we have

generated 100 text prompts describing different image
styles over four random objects. For example, “{A guitar,
A hot air balloon, A sailboat, A mountain} in papercut art
style.” For each style and set of objects, we use our method
to generate a set of images. The full list of prompts is pro-
vided in the appendix.

Metrics. To verify that each generated image contains
its specified object, we measure the CLIP similarity [36]
between the image and the text description of the object. In
addition, we evaluate the style consistency of each gener-
ated set, by measuring the pairwise average cosine similar-
ity between DINO VIT-B/8 [6] embeddings of the generated
images in each set. Following [41, 56], we used DINO em-
beddings instead of CLIP image embeddings for measuring
image similarity, since CLIP was trained with class labels
and therefore it might give a high score for different images
in the set that have similar content but with a different style.
On the other hand, DINO better distinguishes between dif-
ferent styles due to its self-supervised training.

4.1. Ablation Study

The quantitative results are summarized in Fig. 6, where
the right–top place on the chart means better text similar-
ity and style consistency, respectively. As a reference, we
report the score obtained by generating the set of images
using SDXL (T2I Reference) using the same seeds without
any intervention. As can be seen, our method achieves a
much higher style consistency score at the expense of text
similarity. See qualitative comparison in Fig. 2

In addition, we compared our method to additional two
variants of the shared attention as described in Sec. 3.2. The
first variant uses full attention sharing (Full Attn. Share)
where the keys and values are shared between each pair of
images in the set. In the second variant (W.A. AdaIN) we
omit the AdaIN operation over queries and keys. As ex-
pected, this Full Attn. Share variant, results with higher
style consistency and lower text alignment. As can be seen
in Fig. 5, Full Attn. Share harms the overall quality of the
image sets and diversity across sets. Moreover, our method
without the use of AdaIN results in much lower style con-
sistency. Qualitative results can be seen in Fig. 5 and in the
supplementary..
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Reference image StyleAligned StyleDrop (SDXL) Dreambooth- LoRA (SDXL)

A mooseA cute bear A baby pen-

A cute koala

A moose A baby penguin

A cute koala

A moose A baby penguin

A cute koala

A moose A baby penguin

A cute koala

A friendly robotA woman walking her dogs Cherryblossom

Read in the park

A friendly robot Cherryblossom

Read in the park

A robot Cherryblos-

Read in the park

A friendly robot Cherryblossom

Read in the park

A camera A tall hill

A cabin

A tall hill

A cabin

A tall hill

A cabin

A tall hill

A saxophone A compass A compass A compass A compass

Scones Scones Scones

A cabin

Socks Socks Socks Socks

Full moonA wise owl A book Full moon A book Full moon A book Full moon A book 

An armchair An armchair An armchair An armchair

A laptop A laptop A laptop A laptop

A hot air balloonA guitar A mountain

A sailboat

A hot air balloon A mountain

A sailboat

A hot air balloon A mountain

A sailboat

A hot air balloon A mountain

A sailboat

A shipA duck A rocket

A pineapple

A ship A rocket

A pineapple

A ship A car

A pineapple

A ship A rocket

A pineapple

Figure 7. Qualitative comparison to personalization based methods.
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“Girl playing chess”

Reference image

“Boy playing domino” “Woman rowing”

Figure 8. Varying level of attention sharing. By reducing the
number of shared attention layers, i.e., allowing only self-attention
in part of the layers, we can get more varied results (bottom rows)
at the expense of style alignment (top row).

4.2. Comparisons

For baselines, we compare our method to T2I person-
alization methods. We trained StyleDrop [49] and Dream-
Booth [41] over the first image in each set of our evaluation
data, and use the trained personalized weights to generate
the additional three images in each set. We use a public un-
official implementation of StyleDrop * (SDRP–unofficial)
over non-regressive T2I model. Due to the large quality gap
between the unofficial MUSE model † to the official one [7],
we follow StyleDrop and implement an adapter model over
SDXL (SDRP–SDXL) * , where we train a low rank lin-
ear layer after each Feed-Forward layer at the model’s at-
tention blocks. For training DreamBooth, we adapt the
LoRA [21, 43] variant (DB–LoRA) over SDXL using the
public huggingface–diffusers implementation ‡. We follow
the hyperparameters tuning reported in [49] and train both
SDRP–SDXL and DB–LoRA for 400 steps to prevent over-
fitting to the style training image.

As can be seen in the qualitative comparison, Fig. 7, the
image sets generated by our method, are more consistent
across style attributes like color palette, drawing style, and
composition. Moreover, the personalization-based methods

*github.com/aim-uofa/StyleDrop-PyTorch
†github.com/baaivision/MUSE-Pytorch
*github.com/amirhertz/sdxl_adapter
‡github.com/huggingface/diffusers

may leak the content of the training reference image (on the
left) when generating the new images. For example, see the
repeated woman and dogs in the results of DB–LoRA and
SDRP–SDXL at the second row or the repeated owl at the
bottom row. Similarly, because of the content leakage, these
methods obtained lower text similarity scores and higher set
consistency scores compared to our method.

We also apply two encoder-based personalization meth-
ods ELITE [57], IP–Adapter [59], and BLIP–Diffusion [27]
over our evaluation set. These methods receive as input the
first image in each set and use its embeddings to generate
images with other content. Unlike the optimization-based
techniques, these methods operate in a much faster feed-
forward diffusion loop, like our method. However, as can
be seen in Fig. 6, their performance for style aligned image
generation is poor compared to the other baselines. We ar-
gue that current encoder-based personalization techniques
struggle to disentangle the content and the style of the input
image. We supply qualitative results in the supplementary .

User study. In addition to the automatic evaluation,
we conducted a user study over the results of our method,
StyleDrop (unofficial MUSE), StyleDrop (SDXL), and
DreamBooth–LoRA (SDXL). In each question, we ran-
domly sample one of the evaluation examples and show

Reference image A car A cat A cactus

Figure 9. Style aligned image generation to an input image.
Given an input reference image (left column) and text description,
we first apply DDIM inversion over the image to get the inverted
diffusion trajectory xT , xT−1 . . . x0. Then, starting from xT and
a new set of prompts, we apply our method to generate new content
(right columns) with an aligned style to the input.
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the user the 4 image set that resulted from our and another
method (in a random order). The user had to choose which
set is better in terms of style consistency, and text alignment.
A print screen of the user study format is provided in the
supplementary. Overall, we collected 2400 answers from
100 users using the Amazon Mechanical Turk service. The
results are summarized in Tab. 1 where for each method, we
report the percentage of judgments in our favor. As can be
seen, most participants favored our method by a large mar-
gin. More information about our user study can be found in
the supplementary.

4.3. Additional Results

Style alignment control. We provide means of control
over the style alignment to the reference image by applying
the shared attention over only part of the self-attention lay-
ers. As can be seen in Fig. 8, reducing the number of shared
attention layers results with a more diverse image set, which
still shares common attributes with the reference image.

StyleAligned from an input image. To generate style-
aligned images to an input image, we apply DDIM inver-
sion [50] using a provided text caption. Then, we apply
our method to generate new images in the style of the input
using the inverted diffusion trajectory xT , xT−1, . . . x0 for
the reference image. Examples are shown in Fig. 9, where
we use BLIP captioning [28] to get a caption for each in-
put image. For example, we used the prompt “A render of
a house with a yellow roof” for the DDIM inversion of the
top example and replaced the word house with other ob-
jects to generate the style-aligned images of a car, a cat,
and a cactus. Notice that this method does not require any
optimization. However, DDIM inversion may fail [30] or
results with an erroneous trajectory [24]. More results and
analysis, are provided in the supplementary.

StyleAligned with other methods. Since our method
doesn’t require training or optimization, it can be easily
combined on top of other diffusion based methods to gen-
erate style-consistent image sets. Fig. 10 shows several
such examples where we combine our method with Control-
Net [60], DreamBooth [42] and MultiDiffusion [3]. More
examples and details about the integration of StyleAligned
with other methods can be found in supplementary.

5. Conclusions
We have presented StyleAligned, which addresses the

challenge of achieving style-aligned image generation
within the realm of large-scale Text-to-Image models.
By introducing minimal attention sharing operations with
AdaIN modulation during the diffusion process, our method
successfully establishes style-consistency and visual coher-
ence across generated images. The demonstrated efficacy
of StyleAligned in producing high-quality, style-consistent
images across diverse styles and textual prompts under-

Reference image

  dezilanosreP
content

Reference image

ContolNet 

DreamBooth

Right reference

Depth 
condition

Figure 10. StyleAligned with other methods. On top,
StyleAligned is combined with ControlNet to generate style-
aligned images conditioned on depth maps. In the middle, our
method combined with MultiDiffusion to generate panorama im-
ages that share multiple styles. On the bottom, style consistent and
personalized content created by combining our method with pre-
trained personalized DreamBooth–LoRA models.

scores its potential in creative domains and practical appli-
cations. Our results affirm StyleAligned capability to faith-
fully adhere to provided descriptions and reference styles
while maintaining impressive synthesis quality.

In the future we would like to explore the scalability and
adaptability of StyleAligned to have more control over the
shape and appearance similarity among the generated im-
ages. Additionally, due to the limitation of current diffu-
sion inversion methods, a promising direction is to leverage
StyleAligned to assemble a style-aligned dataset which then
can be used to train style condition text-to-image models.
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